UFC Exterior Spec Comparison
Requirement or
Technical Spec

Life Cycle Cost

Unified Facilities Criteria
Chapter 4 Exterior Lighting and Controls

MCB Lighting and Electrical
LED Lighting Fixtures

"Design exterior lighting systems to minimize energy consumption,
reduce maintenance costs, improve lighting quality on DoD
Installations, at the lowest life cycle cost." (page 95, section 4-1)

Total system ownership possible
if desired beyond 10 years

"Reduce maintenance by technology selection, reducing equipment
quantities, and implementing controls strategies. Select light sources,
power supplies, and controls that are rated and warranted for long
useful lives to increase the amount of time between maintenance
cycles. Match light sources in adjacent areas when appropriate."
(page 95, section 4-1.2)

Total system ownership possible
if desired beyond 10 years

"Refer to APPENDIX E for an example of a life cycle cost analysis
(LCCA). Select lighting systems on the total ownership cost
accounting for the following variables: Initial Cost, Energy Cost,
Demand Cost, Utility Inflation Rate, Maintenance (Equipment)
Cost, Maintenance (Labor) Cost (including cleaning of luminaire),
Maintenance Inflation Rate, Replacement Cost, Disposal/Recycling
Cost, Annual Hours of Operation, Lifetime (all systems must be
capitalized twice in the analysis period but not to exceed 40 years.)."
(page 97, section 4-1.4)

Total system ownership possible
if desired beyond 10 years

Note: For AF projects, For LED applications that do not have built-in
failure detection in the luminaire, include labor costs to measure light
levels (baseline and 70% output - before the end of the warranty) in
the LCCA." (page97, section 4-1.4)

Detection installed

Best 10 year complete
wrap around warranty

Warranty

"LED luminaires require a 10-year warranty." (page 101, section
4-4.2.1)

Efficiencies

"Minimize energy consumption by providing energy efficient
technologies, effective luminance and illuminance levels, and
implementing control strategies. Solid State Lighting (SSL)/Light
Emitting Diode (LED) and induction lighting systems are established
technologies for exterior lighting applications that have been proven
to save energy over traditional High Intensity Discharge (HID) light
sources. Therefore, SSL/LED and induction lighting must be the first
consideration for all exterior lighting applications such as building,
area, roadway, parking lot, pathway, sidewalk, signage, landscape,
and security lighting." (page 95, section 4-1.1)

Efficacy

UFC does not specify a minimum efficacy for Exterior Lighting and
Controls. (pages 95 - 105)

Total Current Harmonic
Distortion (THD)

"Total current harmonic distortion (T HO) less than or equal to 20%."
(page 102, section 4-4.3.1)

"Total current harmonic distortion
(THD) less than or equal to -100/o
at full and 500/o output."
(page 10, section 2-4.2.1)

Power Factor (PF)

"Power factor (PF) greater than or equal to 0.9." (page 102, section
4-4.3.1)

"Power fa ctor (PF) greater than or
equal to 0.9 at full and 990/o output."
(page 10, section 2-4.2.1)

Dimming

"Provide in accordance with NFPA 101. Emergency lighting units
must be LED for new construction. It is not life cycle cost effective to
replace existing units." (page 11, section 2-7.1)

Dimmable or bi-level drivers
compatible with standard dimming
control circuit of 0-10V.
Other dimming protocols
must comply with
Network requirement.

"Note: For AF projects, For LED applications that do not have built-in
failure detection in the luminaire, include labor costs to measure light
levels (baseline and 70% output - before the end of the warranty) in
the LCCA." (page 97, section 4-1.1)

Built in failure detection

Lumen Depreciation

UFC does not specify a minimum lumen depreciation for Exterior
Lighting And Controls with the exception for AF projects.
(pages 95 - 105)

135 LPW - 185 LPW

210 LPW coming in 2019

Complies with

